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Abstract 

 

In many mining operations large quantities of tailings in a slurry form are 

produced; disposing of these tailings frequently requires construction of tailings 

impoundment facilities (ponds).  A pseudo three-dimensional model has been developed 

to simulate the deposition and consolidation of tailings for a given site geometry.  This 

three dimensional model or tailings management tool (TMT) gives the tailings surface 

height vs. time, void ratio distributions vs. time and average dry unit weight vs. time – 

which aids in the design of the facilities.  This thesis evaluates the model and serves as a 

user manual for the model.  Additional features that have been added to the model are 

discussed.  Also several potential problems with the model are discussed and possible 

solutions presented; areas of future model improvement are also discussed.  Additionally, 

a parametric study has been conducted and the results will be presented.  
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1.0 Introduction 

In many mining operations large quantities of waste tailings in a slurry form are 

produced.  These tailings need to be collected and stored in a storage or impoundment 

facility, see figure 1.0.1.  These storage facilities contain the tailings material which 

enables the material to consolidate and then eventually the land can be reclaimed, see 

Marcus (1997) for a more detailed discussion. 

 

Figure 1.0.1 – shows a containment facility for tailings from a gold mine (Orosur Mining 

2011)   

 

Designers of these tailing storage facilities need to simulate the deposition and 

consolidation of tailings for a given site geometry, each facility will have a unique 

geometry, to ensure that the facility is of adequate size.  The rate of consolidation of the 

slurry will depend on several factors.   
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The rate of consolidation will depend on the site geometry and the rate of 

deposition – the rate of deposition will most likely change with time as the mine 

production changes.  Additionally the rate of consolidation will also depend on the 

boundary conditions at the bottom of the facility – is the water free to drain or is there an 

impermeable boundary.  The boundary condition at the top will also affect the rate of 

consolidation; there could be evaporation or else a surcharge load applied to the top after 

deposition is completed.  Finally the consolidation characteristics of the material will also 

affect the rate of consolidation; certain materials will consolidate faster than others, and 

the characteristics for each material will be unique.   

For any consolidation model to accurately simulate the real world conditions, all 

the previous factors need to be considered in the analysis.  Therefore a three-dimensional 

model was developed that takes into account all of the previously listed factors that affect 

the rate of consolidation.  The model gives the height of the slurry vs. time, void ratio 

distributions vs. time and average dry unit weight vs. time – which aids in the design of 

the facilities.  The development of the model will be discussed in sections 2.0 and 2.1. 

Additionally in many cases the facilities themselves – specifically the 

embankment dam – are constructed of tailings material, as this is the most cost effective 

option.  Therefore designers also need to know the engineering properties of the slurry 

such as the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and void ratio and the 

relationship between void ratio and effective stress.  The model itself doesn’t provide the 

hydraulic conductivity vs. void ratio and void ratio vs. effective stress, but the laboratory 

testing used to determine the consolidation characteristics does.  This testing will be 

discussed in section 2.2. 
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2.0 Development of the One-Dimensional Model 

 The basis for the three-dimensional consolidation model is the one-dimensional 

consolidation and desiccation model developed in Yao et al. (2002); the one-dimensional 

model only considers flow and deformations in the vertical direction.  The governing 

equation for the one-dimensional model is the one-dimensional consolidation equation 

first proposed in Gibson et al. (1967); see McVay et al. (1986) for a detailed derivation 

and discussion.  This one-dimensional consolidation equation (Gibson et al. 1967) 

assumes that both the hydraulic conductivity and the void ratio change when the effective 

stress changes.  The void ratio will change due to changes in effective stress and the 

hydraulic conductivity will change as the void ratio changes.  The one-dimensional 

consolidation and desiccation model also assumes the following (Yao et al. 2002): 

 

 The soil remains fully saturated and soil shrinkage is terminated when the void 

ratio reaches the void ratio at the shrinkage limit 

 Only one-dimensional vertical flow is considered, which results in only vertical 

deformations 

 The soil is assumed to be horizontally homogenous 

 Creep is not considered  

 

 The relationship assumed in the one-dimensional model between the void ratio 

and effective stress is shown in equation 2.0.1 – e is void ratio, σ’ is effective stress, 
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and A1, B1, and Z1 are empirical parameters.  The methodology for determining the 

empirical parameters A1, B1, and Z1 will be explained in section 2.2. 

   

    ( 
    )

                                                                                                        (2.0.1) 

 

 The relationship between hydraulic conductivity and effective stress assumed in 

the one-dimensional model is shown in equation 2.0.2 – e is the void ratio, k is the 

hydraulic conductivity, and C and D are empirical parameters.  The methodology for 

determining the empirical parameters C and D will be explained in section 2.2.  

 

                                                                                                                           (2.0.2) 

 

 Using the previously mentioned relationships and assumptions, with Gibson’s 

one-dimensional consolidation equation (Gibson et al. 1967) used as the governing 

equation, a one-dimensional consolidation model CONDES0 or CONDES was created 

(Yao et al. 2002).  CONDES can also serve as a desiccation model, but this feature will 

not be discussed.  CONDES considers the filling or deposition rate, height of the column, 

top and bottom boundary conditions, and possible surcharge loading when calculating 

one-dimensional consolidation.  The one-dimensional model does not allow the user to 

specify units as an input, only numerical values.  Thus the user is required to ensure that 
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the units used are consistent.  The model has been shown to be accurate when compared 

to actual consolidation results (Bartholomeeusen et al. 2002).    

 Since CONDES is a one-dimensional consolidation model, area is not an input.  

Deformations and fluid flow are one-dimensional therefore a column being analyzed with 

CONDES will have no area.   

Initially CONDES was written in FORTRAN and was run as an executable in 

MS-DOS; since its release changes have been made to the original CONDES.  Currently 

CONDES is run as an Excel (Microsoft, 2010) macro which calls the original program’s 

algorithm written in FORTRAN to perform the consolidation calculations.  Graphs are 

then created in Excel of the void ratio distributions vs. time, and surface height vs. time.    

 

2.1 Development of the Three-Dimensional Model 

 Similar to CONDES, the three dimensional model is also run as a macro in Excel.  

The program, or macro in Excel, is called TMT – tailing management tool (Coffin 2010).  

Similar to CONDES, TMT produces the graphs of surface height vs. time, void ratio 

distributions vs. time, and average dry unit weight vs. time.  For additional details please 

see section 4, this section will serve as the user manual for TMT. 

The three-dimensional consolidation model simulates consolidation in a three-

dimensional storage facility by repeatedly using the one-dimensional consolidation 

model, CONDES, discussed in section 2.0.  First, the methodology behind the model’s 

three-dimensional representation of the actual storage facility will be discussed.   Then 
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the methodology behind simulating three-dimensional consolidation in this three-

dimensional representation will be discussed. 

Each storage facility will have a unique site layout or geometry.  The model uses 

user inputted height/area pairs, see figure 2.1.1, to generate the geometry of the facility.  

Initially the user would input the initial area, a0.  Next the user would specify the height, 

h1, and the area at that new height, a1.  This process would continue until the user has 

reached their desired height.  The user can specify up to 50 height/area pairs.  In all 

figures the user inputted heights will always be labeled with h’s, and referred to as h-

heights; similarly the user inputted areas will always be labeled with a’s. 

 

Figure 2.1.1 – the user inputted height/area pairs in profile view 

 

Then these user inputted height/area pairs are represented as circular areas, see 

figure 2.1.2.  The distribution or shape of the area at each height is not important because 

this will have no effect on the consolidation.  It is important to note that due to Cavalieri's 

principle, also known as the principle of indivisibles, no volume is lost.  Cavalieri’s 

principle states if multiple parallel planes intersect two solids and at every corresponding 
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height the areas are equal then the volumes will also be equal (Weisstein 2012).  This is 

the case with the model as well; the area at each height hasn’t changed so the volumes are 

still equal. 

 

Figure 2.1.2 – user inputted area represented as a circular area shown in plan view 

 

As mentioned previously, initially the user inputs the height/area pairs for the 

storage facility, see figure 2.1.1; these would most likely be taken from survey data of the 

storage facility or else known from the design plans.  Figure 2.1.3 shows a graph of the 

height/area pairs taken from an actual storage facility.  The user inputted ten height/area 

pairs and linear interpolation is used to approximate the slope between two adjacent 

height/area pairs.  The actual volume – which is actually a very close approximation of 

the real world volume of the storage facility – can be found by integrating the area above 

this curve to the maximum height.  The accuracy of this actual volume to the real-world 

volume of the storage facility will increase if more height/area pairs are inputted.   
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Figure 2.1.3 – graph of user inputted height/area pairs 

 

The user can select how many columns they want to use in order to approximate 

the volume.  Then depending on how many discretizing columns are selected, n, the 

height vs. area graph will be divided into n -1 segments.  For example if the user selected 

four columns then the height vs. area curve would be divided into three straight line 

segments, see figure 2.1.4.  The more columns that are chosen the closer the volume used 

in the model, or model volume, will be to the actual volume; however more columns are 

not always better, see section 5.4. 
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Figure 2.1.4 – height vs. area curve divided into three segments – four discretizing 

columns were chosen 

 

 Next the model uses an inverted cone frustum to approximate the volume defined 

by each line segment.  For example, if four columns are chosen then the model will use 

three inverted cone frustums to approximate the volume, see figure 2.1.5.  The first cone 

frustum would have a lower area equal to the initial area, a0, a height of 33.3 m and an 

upper area of 80,000 m
2
 – this area corresponds to the area at the end of the first line 

segment.   Similarly the second cone frustum would have a height of 33.3 m a lower area 

of 80,000 m
2
 and an upper area of 260,000 m

2
 – these areas correspond to the beginning 
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and end points of the middle segment.  Lastly the third cone frustum would have a height 

of 33.3 m a lower area of approx. 80,000 m
2
 and an upper area of 260,000 m

2
.  The third 

frustum would be similar to the first two.  The initial area will always correspond to the 

initial area of the first inverted cone frustum and the final area of the final area of the last 

inverted cone frustum.  The model considers this new discretized geometry of the storage 

facility to be the new geometry of the storage facility; the model volume is calculated 

from this discretized geometry.  In all figures the heights of the cone frustums used in the 

discretization will be labeled with H’s and the discretized areas with A’s.   

 

Figure 2.1.5 – Three inverted cone frustums are used to approximate the volume of the 

containment facility 

 

The discretization of the storage facility is shown in figure 2.1.6.  The storage 

facility, with the new simplified geometry, has its volume replaced by using a central 

cylindrical column and a number of hollow cylinder columns, or annuluses, concentric 

with the first column.  Then the consolidation in each column can be determined using 
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CONDES.  Each column will have a height and area – the height and area for the 

columns will not necessarily correspond to the user inputted height/area pairs nor the 

height area of the inverted cone frustums used in the discretization, see figure 2.1.6.   
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Figure 2.1.6 – the simplified geometry discretized into columns; top is a profile view, the 

middle is a plan view, and the third is an isometric 3-D view 

 

The volume of each inverted cone frustum will be represented by two columns, 

one having the area of the lower base of the cone frustum and the other with an equal to 

the upper base of the cone frustum.  The determination of the column heights will be 

discussed later in this section.  In all figures the column heights will be labeled with F’s.  

Additionally the central or initial column will always be referred to as column #1; the 

adjacent column will be column #2, etc. 

The geometry of the columns is what the model uses to perform the analyses; the 

F’s and A’s stand for fill-heights and fill-areas.  The heights and areas of the columns 
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used in the discretization will change depending on how many columns are selected by 

the user due to the fact that the heights and areas of the inverted cone frustums used in the 

discretization will also change.   

This discretization of the facility would still result in a two-dimensional 

consolidation problem because each column would be two-dimensional.  In order to use 

CONDES the two-dimensional columns must be represented or transformed into one-

dimensional columns.  The two dimensional columns are represented as one dimensional 

columns by varying the filling rate that CONDES uses in the analysis.  Column #1 is 

assigned an initial filling rate.  Then for other columns, which will have larger areas, the 

filling rate is reduced accordingly; thus columns with a larger area will have a slower 

filling rate.  Therefore as the area increase the filling rate will decrease, see figure 2.1.7. 

With a lower filling rate the one-dimensional column will take longer to fill and thus 

simulate a larger area.   
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Figure 2.1.7 – graph of filling rates vs. column number taken from a sample problem; 

note the filling rate for column #1 is very high and off the chart, this problem will be 

discussed in section 5.1 

 

The filling rate used in the analysis is the total production rate (dry mass/time) 

divided by the solids density & area (area of the specified column) and then multiplied by 

the initial void ratio plus one (initial specific volume); see equation 2.1.1 (Gjerapic et al. 

2008).   The initial void ratio is used because when the slurry is initially deposited no 

consolidation has occurred yet.  The filling rate is dependent on the height of the surface 

level – which will determine the deposition area.  This will give the rise in height with 

time for the slurry, see equation 2.1.1 (Gjerapic et al. 2008) and equation 3.1.1 for a 
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detailed derivation.  Therefore as the surface level of the tailings rises – and the area 

increases – this filling rate will decrease, see figure 2.1.7.    

 

  ( )   
  

      
(     )                                                                                             (2.1.1) 

 

Therefore between each height/area pair of the cone frustums used in the 

discretization there is a point where the filling rate must change, say from qi to qi+1 – 

notation taken from Gjerapic et al. (2008).  This height needs to be located such that the 

volume calculated from the filling rates needs to correspond to the volume of the 

impoundment at stage interfaces (Gjerapic et al. 2008).  Figure 2.1.8 shows the segments 

heights or H-heights and F-heights.   

 

Figure 2.1.8 – H-heights and F-heights 

 

Thus at the F-heights the filling rate is changed so that at the next H-height the 

volume calculated from the filling rates and the volume of the tailings facility will be 
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equal.  For example, in figure 2.1.9 the filling rate is initially given by equation 2.1.1 

where ai = a0 = initial area.  At F1 the filling rate is changed, it is decreased see equation 

2.1.1, so that at H2 the volume calculated from the filling rates and the impoundment 

volume are equal.  In order to calculate the impoundment volume the storage facility is 

viewed as a series of inverted cone frustums per the discretization method discussed 

earlier, see figure 2.1.8.  The volume formula for an inverted cone frustum is used; h is 

the height of the cone frustum and B1 and B2 are the areas, see equation 2.1.2.   

 

   
 

 
(      √    )                                                                                         (2.1.2) 

 

The formula used to calculate the F-heights is shown in equation 2.1.3 (Gjerapic 

et al. 2008), note that     √      ⁄  = geometric mean stage area.  A detailed 

discussion about this formulation can be found in Gjerapic et al. (2008).  It is important to 

emphasize that at each F-height the height is located so that the volumes calculated from 

the filling rates and the impoundment geometry are equal.   

 

   {

                                         

   (        )
     

     
                     

                                    

                                           (2.1.3) 
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The columns heights and area are chosen so that the discretized volume – that is 

the volume of the storage facility composed of a series of inverted cone frustums – is 

represented exactly by the columns.   However this doesn’t mean the actual volume 

which would be determine by the user inputted height/area pairs, is represented precisely.   

The three-dimensional model calculates the time to reach the top of the facility in 

two different ways.  The first method is called the upper bound method.  In the upper 

bound method, CONDES is called only once to analyze the central column.  The filling 

rate is changed at each F-height to simulate the change in area, see figure 2.1.8.  Since 

only the central column is being analyzed, this method neglects the fact that the material 

in the middle of the facility at lower elevations will consolidate more than the natural 

slope material, which is usually much stiffer.  This different rate of consolidation is not 

accounted for because only the central column is being analyzed, so only the material in 

the center of the facility is considered – the material at the sides of the facility is assumed 

to behave the same.  Therefore this method will overestimate the storage volume and the 

amount of time required to reach the desired height, and hence it places an upper bound 

on the amount of time required to reach the desired height. 
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Figure 2.1.9 – the methodology behind the upper bound method  

 

The lower bound method fixes the simplifying assumption of the upper bound 

method.  Before the surface level reaches the first F-height, CONDES would be called 

once to calculate the time required for the material in column #1 to reach the first F-

height.  Then at the second F-height, CONDES would be called twice, see figure 2.1.9.  

CONDES would first be called to calculate the time required for the material in column 

#2 to reach the second F-height; this analysis would assume that no other material has 

been previously deposited in column #2.  Then CONDES would be called again to 

calculate the time required for the material in column #1 to reach the second F-height.  

For this second call to CONDES, CONDES remembers the fact that column #1 already 

has tailings material in it from the previous step.  CONDES then calculates how long it 

will take for column #1 to reach the second F-height.  Then the time from the first step is 

added to this time, giving the total time required to reach the second F-height.   
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Figure 2.1.10 – the methodology behind the lower bound method  

  

At the third F-height CONDES would have to be called three times, see figure 

2.1.10.  Once to calculate the time required for the material in column #3 to reach the 

third F-height, again this analysis would assume that no material has already been 

deposited in column #3.  Then CONDES would have to be called twice more.  Once for 

column #2 and then again for column #1 to calculate the time required for each of these 

columns to reach the third F-height; CONDES considers the previously deposited 

material in both of these analyses.   

 

Figure 2.1.11 – the methodology behind the lower bound method  
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The lower bound method is much closer to an “accurate” solution than the upper 

bound method; it better simulates the real-world situation.  The lower bound method 

takes into account that the material in the facility will not all consolidate at the same rate.  

As the analysis doesn’t include multiple iteration steps the lower bound method places a 

lower bound on the amount of time it would take to reach the desired height and it 

slightly underestimates the total storage capacity of the impoundment.       

 

2.2 Seepage Induced Consolidation Testing 

 The Seepage Induced Consolidation Test, SICT, is used to determine the 

consolidation characteristics of soft soils and slurries (Znidarcic et al. 2011).  The test 

will be briefly explained, for more information see Abu-Hejleh et al. (1996).  The test can 

be divided into three general steps. 

 In the first step a part of the slurry, about 75 mL or 50 mL (≈ 10 cm high), is 

allowed to consolidate under its own weight, see figure 2.2.1.  The average void ratio of 

this part of the slurry is considered to be the void ratio at zero effective stress.  It is at this 

void ratio that consolidation theory applies as opposed to sedimentation theory.   The 

amount of consolidation will depend on the consolidation characteristics of the material – 

some materials can have little to no consolidation.   
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Figure 2.2.1 – a slurry sample being allowed to consolidate under its own weight, note 

some consolidation has occurred as evidenced by the water on top of the sample 

    

In the second step, the slurry is subject to a seepage force by using a flow pump to 

create a hydraulic gradient across the sample, see figure 2.2.2 for a typical testing setup.  

Using the flow pump a constant flow rate is applied across the sample and the hydraulic 

gradient gradually increases until the sample is fully consolidated; once the sample is 

fully consolidated the gradient will reach a steady state under the applied flow rate.  

Complete consolidation is determined by looking at increases in the gradient – a steady 

state gradient means that the sample has fully consolidated.  Once the sample is fully 

consolidated the height and the head difference across the sample are both measured and 

recorded.   
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Figure 2.2.2 – shows a typical SICT setup; Top photo – the slurry is poured into a plastic 

cylinder; Bottom photo –a gradient created across the specimen using a flow pump.  The 

valves at the bottom of the triaxial cell control water flow into and out of the sample, also 

note there is a pressure transducer at the bottom 

 

 In the third step, the sample is subjected to different stress levels by means of an 

air cylinder applying added stress.   At each stress level hydraulic conductivity is 

measured by using the flow pump.  Also at each stress level the change in height and 

change in gradient are known since the steady state measurements are known from step 

two.  Then once the desired stress level has been reached, the sample is dried and 

weighed.   
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 Once the SICT is completed the data is analyzed using the Seepage Induce 

Consolidation Test Analysis (SICTA) software package, see Abu-Hejleh et al. (1994) for 

a detailed description.  The analysis procedure is based on the inverse problem solution 

and no simplifying and/or restrictive assumptions are made.  The analysis is compatible 

with finite strain nonlinear consolidation theory (Znidarcic et al. 2011).   

The input parameters are all known from the SICT.  The void ratio at zero 

effective stress is known from step one.  The void ratio and hydraulic conductivity at 

different stress levels is known from step two.  Therefore the solution can determine the 

five parameters: A1, B1, C, D, and Z1, that are used in equations 2.0.1 and 2.0.2. 

 

3.0 New Features and Improvements to TMT 

 The three-dimensional model was completed in 2010 (Coffin 2010) and as 

mention previously TMT was released as an Excel macro.  Changes have been made to 

the GUI – graphical user interface – to provide easier use.  These changes were only 

cosmetic in nature and did not affect the underlying numerical methods or consolidation 

governing equation.  Please see section 4 for a user manual on the updated version of 

TMT.   

 In addition to the cosmetic changes, changes have been made that provide 

information that was not in the original version of TMT.  These would be the water 

balance calculations and the no consolidation and instantaneous consolidation curves.   
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It is often difficult to adequately explain the concept of consolidation.  Therefore 

the no-consolidation curve and instantaneous consolidation curve were added to provide 

a further bound on the consolidation results.  The no-consolidation curve represents what 

would happen if the slurry experienced no consolidation – i.e. filling the storage facilities 

with a liquid that is denser than water due to the presence of the suspended solids that 

never undergo sedimentation or consolidation.  This would represent the fastest that the 

facility would be filled.  The instantaneous-consolidation curve represents what would 

happen if the slurry consolidated instantaneously –as soon as it is placed in the facility it 

assumed to immediately consolidate fully.  This instantaneous consolidation curve would 

represent the slowest that the facility could be filled. 

 

3.1 No-Consolidation Curve 

As mentioned previously the no-consolidation curve assumes no consolidation 

occurs.  Therefore the assumption is that the storage facility is being filled with a liquid 

that is denser than water – i.e. a liquid with suspended particles and the particles never 

undergo sedimentation or consolidation.  The no consolidation curve is determined by 

first determining the no-consolidation filling rate, which is derived in equation 3.1.1.  

Then once the no-consolidation filling rate is known the time required to fill the facility 

can be calculated by calculating the volume from the geometry.  Again it is important to 

note that the model geometry is used – the geometry of the columns – see section 2.1.   
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Deposition Rate = Dr, = 
  

 
  [dry unit mass of solids/time] 

Density of Solids = ρs, = Gs * ρw = 
  

  
  [mass of solids/volume of solids] – as is 

normally done for a phase relation of soil, the volume of solids is assumed to be 1 

Initial Void Ratio = e0 = 
  

  
  [volume of solids/volume of voids] – which the slurry 

would have at zero effective stress is determined from SICT testing, see section 2.2 

Total Initial Volume Displaced by Slurry = 1 + e0 = 
      

  
 = [(volume of solids + volume 

of voids)/volume of voids] 

No-Consolidation Filling Rate =     
  

ρ 

 (    )    
      

 
 = [(volume of solids + 

volume of voids) / time] 

 

    
  

ρ 

 (    )    
      

 
                                                                                     (3.1.1) 

 

3.2 Instantaneous-Consolidation Curve 

The instantaneous-consolidation curve assumes that the slurry material 

consolidates instantaneously and completely as soon as it is placed in the containment 

facility.  The first step is to calculate the instantaneous-consolidation filling rate, see 

equation 3.2.1.    
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Deposition Rate = Dr = 
  

 
  [dry mass of solids/time] 

Specific Gravity = Gs  

Density of Water = ρw  

Density of Solids = ρs = Gs * ρw = 
  

  
  [dry mass of solids/volume of solids] – as is 

normally done for a phase relation of soil, the volume of solids is assumed to be 1 

Instantaneous-Consolidation Filling Rate =      
  

  

 
  

 
  =  = [volume of solids/time] 

 

      
  

ρ 

 
  

 
                                                                                                             (3.2.1) 

  

 However unlike the no-consolidation case, the instantaneous-consolidation case 

cannot be calculated by using the volume of the storage facility.  This is because that 

each height will have a unique corresponding height of solids.  This is due to the fact that 

the solids will undergo self-weight compression and this effect will be different for each 

height – i.e. the void ratio distribution will vary for each height.  Therefore the height of 

solids that corresponds to a given height has to be calculated.  Figure 3.2.1 shows that for 

each height of solids there is a corresponding height of slurry.  Also two different 

coordinate systems are used; z is used to denote the depth in the solids only coordinate 

system and ž is used to denote the depth of slurry.   
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Figure 3.2.1 – each height of solids corresponds to a unique height of slurry 

 

 The first step is to derive an equation for the height of slurry that corresponds to a 

given height of solids, see equation 3.2.2.  The height of slurry will be equal to the 

summation of the height of the voids and the height of the solids.  As mentioned 

previously the void ratio will change with depth due self-weight compression.  The 

equation for a partial height of solids, hs, that corresponds to a partial height of slurry, h, 

is very similar. 

 

Total Height of Solids = Hs 

Weight of Solids = Ws  

Total Height of Slurry = H  

Area = A 
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Specific Gravity = Gs  

Unit Weight Water =  w  

Effective Stress = σ’  

Consolidation Parameters (determine from SICT) – A1, B1, Z1 

   
  

       
 

   (    )       – this is the effective stress at depth z in the solids only coordinate system 

 

   ∫ (   )  
  

 

 

   ∫ (    ( 
    )

  )  
  

 
 – from equation 2.0.1 

   ∫ (    ((    )          )
  

)  
  

 

 

Solve the integral via substitution:    (    )           then    
  

(    )   
 

   ∫     ∫
   

  

(    )    

  

 

  

 

   

      
     

  

(    )    
  

     

    
  
   

Then substitute    (    )           back in and you have the final form 
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(    )   
  (

((    )          )
    

   
    

    
)                                              (3.2.2) 

  

 Once equation 3.2.2 is known, the height of slurry that corresponds to a height of 

solids can be calculated.  In the three-dimensional model an iterative procedure is used to 

calculate the height of slurry.  An initial value for Hs (1/5 of H) is assumed, which 

implies that the average void ratio for the column is approximately four.  This value is 

chosen because experience has shown that this is a reasonable assumption for the final 

average void ratio of many slurry materials.  The final height of solids is not dependent 

on this initial value.  This method converges rapidly, typically within ten iterations.   

After the initial value for Hs is guessed, equation 3.2.2 is rearranged so that an Hs 

term is on both sides of the equal sign, see equation 3.2.3.  Then Hs1 is used to calculate 

Hs2 and this process is repeated until Hsn and Hsn+1 are within the desired tolerance level; 

which is 10
-5

 for the model.   

 

   
  

(    )   
  (

((    )           )
    

   
    

    
)       

                                      (3.2.3) 

 

 Since the height of slurry that corresponds to a given height of solids is unique – 

i.e. the void ratio distribution profile is unique – the height of solids for each height of 

slurry must be calculated individually.  Thus the height of solids at each F-height, see 
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figure 2.1.8, must be calculated individually.  For example if H = 1 m corresponds to Hs = 

0.5 m it is not true that H = 2 m corresponds to Hs = 1 m.  

 

3.3 Water Balance 

 In many mining operations access to water is limited.  The reasons for this could 

be varied, but they include: political, environmental, site location, and monetary 

considerations.  Thus the water expelled during the consolidation process is often needed 

to continue mining operations.  Due to this fact it was decided to add a water balance 

calculation – which calculates the amount of water expelled during consolidation – to the 

three-dimensional model.  

 The water expelled during consolidation is calculated at each F-height, see figure 

2.1.3.  The first step is to determine the time required using the lower bound method, see 

section 2.1, to reach the F-height.  The lower bound method is used because it better 

simulates the real world situation.  The amount of slurry that would be present, assuming 

no consolidation occurs, can be calculated by using equation 3.1.1.  The difference 

between the volume calculated via the no-consolidation method and the volume 

calculated via the lower bound method will give the volume of water expelled during 

consolidation when the slurry reaches that F-height.  By using this method a curve can be 

generated – linear interpolation was used – that will give an approximation of the amount 

of water expelled during consolidation for each day.   

 The water balance calculation does not consider either the top or bottom boundary 

condition.  Thus evaporation is not considered nor is the type of bottom boundary – i.e. 
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impermeable or pervious.  Additionally the water balance calculation only gives the total 

amount of water expelled during consolidation.   The water balance doesn’t give the 

amount of water that was expelled at either the top or bottom boundary; this would 

depend on the specific boundary conditions that were used in the model. 

 

4.0 User Manual for TMT 

 This section will serve as the user manual for the TMT.  Multiple changes have 

been made to the original GUI (Coffin 2010).  It should be noted that all changes to the 

GUI were to improve usability of the model and no changes were made to the original 

algorithm.   This section will discuss each tab and how it can affect the model.   

For each tab the user needs to click on the input/action button after entering their 

data.  Failure to click on the button will result in the data not being updated. 

 

4.1 Start Tab 

 The Start tab is shown in figure 4.1.1.  This tab allows the user to label the current 

project and to select a save destination for the project.  The project title will be displayed 

in the Excel tab Material and Analysis.  When TMT performs either a deposition or post 

deposition analysis it will overwrite the previous analysis/project; a new save destination 

should be selected for each project to prevent previous work from being overwritten. 
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Figure 4.1.1 – the Start tab allows the user to label the current project and select a save 

destination 

 

4.2 Units Tab 

The Units tab is shown in figure 4.2.1.  The units tab allows the user to select the 

units that will be used for mass and time.  The time units can be either days or years and 

the mass units can be either tonnes (metric) or tons (U.S. standard).  The selection of 

these units will determine the units that will be used for: length/area/volume, unit weight 

of water, deposition rate, hydraulic conductivity, and stress.  The units used for each 

input parameter are shown at the bottom of the tab; also the units have been automatically 

selected in the other tabs.  The user needs to make sure that the numerical values they are 

entering correspond to the units shown.   

Originally the units for each of these parameters were selected separately.  This 

had the potential for the units to be inconsistent.  For example the deposition rate units 

[mass/time] would have to be consistent with the units for the hydraulic conductivity 
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[length/time] and vice-versa.  It was decided that to have the user pick two units and the 

units for the other inputs would be determined from these – in order to minimize the 

potential for errors.  However, as mentioned previously CONDES & TMT do not accept 

non-numerical inputs – the user is required to ensure that the units are consistent.  

CONDES & TMT have no internal check to ensure correct units are being used.   

 

Figure 4.2.1 – the Units tab allows the user to select the units that will be used in the 

analysis 
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4.3 Geometry Tab 

 The Geometry tab is shown in figure 4.3.1.  In the Geometry tab the user can enter 

the height/area pairs that will form the truncated cone that simulates the site geometry; 

these heights are the h-heights and their corresponding areas area labeled as a0, a1 … etc., 

as shown in figure 2.1.1.  The F-heights and their corresponding areas and F-heights are 

determined by the number of columns chosen – which will be discussed in section 4.4.    

 

Figure 4.3.1 – the Geometry tab allows the user to enter the height area pairs and the 

production schedule 
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In the Geometry tab the user can also input the production schedule.  The 

deposition rate format should be [dry mass/time] – the actual units will depend on the 

selections made in the Units tab.   

  

4.4 Material Properties 

 The Material Properties tab, see figure 4.4.1, allows the user to enter the 

consolidation parameters as determined from SICTA.  Also the specific gravity needs to 

be inputted, this would be typically determined from a pycnometer test on the slurry.  

Again, the user needs to be very attentive to ensure that the values entered correspond to 

the units shown – otherwise the analysis will not make sense.    

 

Figure 4.4.1 – the Material Properties tab allows the user to enter the consolidation 

parameters determined from SICTA and pycometer test 
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4.5 Boundary Conditions 

 The Boundary Conditions tab is shown in figure 4.5.1.  In the Boundary 

Conditions tab the user selects the top and bottom boundary conditions.  

 

Figure 4.5.1 – the Boundary Conditions tab allows the user to select the top and bottom 

boundary conditions 

 

 There are two options for the top boundary condition; either surcharge loading or 

evaporation.  The surcharge loading option assumes that during deposition no surcharge 

load is applied.  After deposition is complete, a post deposition analysis can be 

performed.   A post deposition analysis allows the user to simulate stress on the top 

boundary; this will be discussed in section 4.6.  The evaporation option assumes that 

during deposition no water is lost due to evaporation and a post deposition analysis will 

account for the loss of surface water due to evaporation.   
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 There are three options for the bottom boundary condition: impervious, constant 

head, and pervious.  The impervious option assumes that there is no flow across the 

bottom boundary.  For the pervious boundary condition it is assumed that the pressure 

head is equal to the height of the slurry above the point at all times; therefore no 

additional downward seepage forces are imposed on the tailings.  The constant head 

option maintains a constant pressure head across the bottom boundary.   

 

4.6 Analysis Options and Analysis Type 

 The Analysis Options and Analysis Type tab is shown in figure 4.6.1 and it allows 

the user to select a variety of options.  This tab will allow the user to select the number of 

columns that are used to approximate the volume of the inverted cone frustum, see figure 

2.1.4.   The more columns that are selected the more accurate the approximation will be.   

The user is also allowed to select the minimum void ratio.  The minimum void 

ratio is the void ratio at which the void ratio cannot be reduced further – i.e. consolidation 

is complete.  Note when performing a post deposition analysis when this minimum void 

ratio is reached CONDES will terminate; the minimum void ratio has no effect on the 

deposition analysis.   

Additionally the user can select the maximum time interval.  This is the maximum 

“jump” in time that CONDES will use.  Thus if the results need to be very precise select 

a small maximum time interval.  However in most cases to speed things up a maximum 

time interval of 5-10 days (120-240 hours) is acceptable.   
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Figure 4.6.1 – the Analysis Options and Analysis Type tab allows the user to select the 

type of analysis and specify the number of columns, minimum void ratio, and maximum 

time interval 

 

 Next the user can select either deposition analysis or post deposition analysis.  A 

deposition analysis will begin at the beginning of deposition – i.e. before any material has 

been added to the facility.   Deposition analysis will perform the standard analysis to 
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determine how long it will take the material to fill the storage facility – both upper and 

lower bound solutions will be obtained.    

Post deposition analysis starts from the ending time of the previous run – i.e. post 

deposition analysis begins from the previous ending time.   In post deposition analysis 

new material is not deposited but the consolidation of the material already present is 

determined.  The user can select the times when the void ratio distribution will be 

displayed.   The user can also select the columns they want to use in the post deposition 

analysis – i.e. not all the columns are analyzed only the columns that the user selects.   

 

4.7 Excel Spreadsheet 

 After the user has entered the information in the GUI and the analysis has been 

performed; the information and results will be written to the Excel sheet.  This section 

will cover the various tabs and the information on each.   

 The first tab, Material and Analysis, lists the: project name, date, material 

consolidation parameters – determined from SICTA, specific gravity, number of columns 

(filling stages) used in the model, boundary conditions, minimum void ratio, maximum 

time interval, and the type of analysis performed, see figure 4.7.1.  If a post deposition 

analysis is performed then the number of post deposition times is given and also which 

columns are being analyzed.  Additionally the hydraulic conductivity and void ratio for 

different stress levels are calculated by using equations 2.0.1 and 2.0.2.   
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Figure 4.7.1 – shows the Materials and Analysis tab in Excel 

 

 The Geometry tab shows the heights and areas that the user entered in the 

Geometry tab in the GUI, see figure 4.7.2.  The volume is calculated using the volume 

formula for an inverted cone frustum, see equation 2.1.2.  The volume must be calculated 

for consecutive height/area pairs and then added to the previous volume to obtain the 

correct volume – i.e. the first and last height/area pairs cannot be used to calculate the 

final volume as this would assume a different cone frustum than actually exists.  

Additionally the deposition schedule is shown in the Geometry tab.   

 

Project: Example Analysis Type

Date: 11-Jan 2 Post-Deposition Analysis

Runs: 63

A = 3.3

B = -0.21 Top: Surcharge Loading

C = 9.10E-03 m/yr Bottom: Impervious

D = 5.50E+00

Z = 0.08 kPa Number of Filling Stages

4

Gs = 3.666

Minimum Void Ratio

Gamma W = 9.81 kN/m^3 0.5

Effective Void Hydraulic Maximum Time Interval

Stress Ratio Conductivity 0.1

0.1 4.730496 46.88439522

0.2 4.311325 28.1449535 Post-Deposition Analysis Times

0.4 3.849934 15.10199884 1 1

0.8 3.389788 7.49877936 2

1.6 2.959368 3.553332444

3.2 2.571464 1.640717356

6.4 2.228862 0.747306793

12.8 1.929441 0.337998863

25.6 1.669164 0.152330131

51.2 1.443527 0.068529585

102.4 1.248187 0.030802068

204.8 1.079193 0.013838406

409.6 0.933041 0.006215762

819.2 0.806665 0.002791603

1638.4 0.697399 0.001253685

Boundary Conditions

Post-Deposition Columns
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Figure 4.7.2 – shows the Geometry tab in Excel 

  

The sigma’ vs e and the k vs e tabs show the graphs of effective stress vs. void 

ratio and hydraulic conductivity vs. void ratio respectively, see figure 4.7.3.  These 

curves are generated using the table of values in the “Materials and Analysis” tab.   

 

Number Height Area Volume Deposition Rate Units Starting Time Ending Time

Pair Number Meters Meters^2 Meters^3 730000 Tonnes/Year 0 15

1 0 7.07E+04 0

2 13.33 1.22E+05 1265754

3 26.67 1.86E+05 3301570

4 40 2.64E+05 6286949
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Figure 4.7.3 – sample graphs of effective stress vs. void ratio and hydraulic conductivity 

vs. void from the sigma’ vs e & k vs e tabs in Excel 

  

The Results tab lists information from the analysis.  The time required to reach the 

F-heights is listed for both the upper & lower bound methods, see figure 4.7.4.  

Additionally for both methods, at each F-height the average dry unit weight is listed.  The 

average dry unit weight is calculated by converting the volume of solids deposited to a 

mass of solids – which will be different for both the upper and lower bound methods – 

and dividing by the area, see Coffin (2010) for additional details.  The column next to the 

average dry unit weights in the upper and lower bound methods is an estimation of the 

error in calculating the average dry unit weights (Coffin 2010).  This estimate is 

calculated by comparing the developed solids mass – the solids mass calculated by the 
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model – to the estimated solids mass – which is obtained by multiplying the filling rates 

by the time elapsed.  A more detailed discussion about the specifics of the error 

estimation is given in Coffin (2010).   

 

 

 

Figure 4.7.4 – the time required to reach each F-height and the average dry unit weight 

for both methods in the Results tab in Excel 

 

Additionally for both methods, at the times when the slurry reached the F-heights 

the void ratio distribution is given as a series of 51 void ratios; these series will be used to 

Time Height

Average 

Dry Unit 

Weight

0 0 5.44180565 Time = 0.88

0.87569 6.972652 12.5763024 -0.01249 51.00 6.97 5.61 0.40

3.804207 20.24068 12.6591641 -0.02191 50.00 6.87 3.04 0.55

8.381821 33.53716 12.6402219 -0.03615 49.00 6.69 2.38 0.61

11.75198 40.00713 12.7072466 -0.05073 48.00 6.53 2.10 0.64

47.00 6.38 2.00 0.65

Upper Bound

Time Height

Average 

Dry Unit 

Weight

TIME = 0.88

0.87569025 6.972652 12.7139346 51.00 6.97265 5.60874 0.39527

3.78461442 20.24461 12.8606523 50.00 6.86611 3.04022 0.64816

8.28902488 33.5358 12.9560257 49.00 6.68779 2.37955 0.64605

11.4618662 40.00318 13.0462491 -0.0025 48.00 6.52915 2.1041 0.65028

12.4618662 38.25623 47.00 6.37921 1.99822 0.65188

Lower Bound
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generate the void ratio distribution curves, see figure 4.7.5.  The first column is the node 

number, the second column is the height, the third column is the void ratio, and the fourth 

column is solids content. 

 

Figure 4.7.5 – the void ratio distribution at a given time in the Results tab in Excel; the 

first column is the node number, the second column is the surface height, the third 

column is the void ratio distribution, the fourth column is solids content 

Time = 11.75

51.00 40.01 5.61 0.40

50.00 39.09 2.17 0.63

49.00 38.16 2.14 0.63

48.00 37.25 2.10 0.64

47.00 36.34 2.08 0.64

46.00 35.44 2.05 0.64

45.00 34.55 2.03 0.64

44.00 33.66 2.02 0.65

43.00 32.78 2.00 0.65

42.00 31.90 1.98 0.65

41.00 31.03 1.97 0.65

40.00 30.16 1.95 0.65

39.00 29.30 1.94 0.65

38.00 28.44 1.92 0.66

37.00 27.59 1.91 0.66

36.00 26.74 1.90 0.66

35.00 25.89 1.88 0.66

34.00 25.05 1.87 0.66

33.00 24.21 1.85 0.66

32.00 23.37 1.84 0.67

31.00 22.54 1.82 0.67

30.00 21.72 1.81 0.67

29.00 20.89 1.80 0.67

28.00 20.08 1.78 0.67

27.00 19.26 1.76 0.68

26.00 18.45 1.75 0.68

25.00 17.65 1.73 0.68

24.00 16.85 1.72 0.68

23.00 16.06 1.70 0.68

22.00 15.27 1.68 0.69

21.00 14.48 1.67 0.69

20.00 13.70 1.65 0.69

19.00 12.93 1.63 0.69

18.00 12.16 1.61 0.69

17.00 11.40 1.59 0.70

16.00 10.64 1.57 0.70

15.00 9.89 1.55 0.70

14.00 9.14 1.53 0.71

13.00 8.40 1.51 0.71

12.00 7.67 1.49 0.71

11.00 6.94 1.47 0.71

10.00 6.22 1.45 0.72

9.00 5.50 1.43 0.72

8.00 4.79 1.41 0.72

7.00 4.09 1.39 0.73

6.00 3.39 1.37 0.73

5.00 2.70 1.35 0.73

4.00 2.02 1.32 0.73

3.00 1.34 1.30 0.74

2.00 0.67 1.28 0.74

1.00 0.00 1.26 0.74
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 The Results tab also lists the time required to reach the F-heights when assuming 

no-consolidation and instantaneous-consolidation properties for the slurry, see figure 

4.7.6. Also for each of the two assumptions, the volume of material deposited up to each 

F-height is given.  Lastly the amount of water expelled during consolidation up to each F-

height is given. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7.6 – shows the information for the no-consolidation, instantaneous-

consolidation, and water balance calculations in the Results tab in Excel 

Time Height Volume

0 0 0

0.4 6.965808 526391.46

1.6 20.23556 2105565.8

3.5 33.52786 4605925.2

4.8 40 6316697.5

No Consolidation

Time Height Volume

0 0 0

1 6.965808 199127.114

4.5 20.23556 896072.0131

10.2 33.52786 2031096.563

14.2 40 2827605.019

Instantaneous Consolidation

Time Volume

0 0

0.9 691967.8033

3.8 2895816.72

8.3 6345567.68

11.5 8846759.924

Water Balance
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The LB Results tab lists the F-heights, which are listed under the column heading 

“F-heights”, and their corresponding areas, which are listed under the column heading 

“F-height Areas”.  Table 4.7.1 shows a sample table, which was taken from an analysis 

conducted on actual mine geometry.  Also the filling rates used for each column are 

given; they are given in the cell immediately below the cell listing the filling rate #.   

The times that were calculated using the Lower bound method to reach the F-

heights are given in the table.  For example table 4.7.1 it took 0.3 days to fill the first 

column to the first F-height (7.7 m) – see row 1 of the table – refer to figure 2.1.8 as a 

reference.  Then it took 16.41 days to fill the second column to the second F-height, and 

then it took an additional 0.01 days to fill the first column – which had previous material 

from the first step – up to the second F-height.  Therefore the final number in the row, 

listed under the column heading “Filling Rate #1”, gives the total time required to fill to 

that F-height from the previous F-height.  The summation of the first column will give 

the total time it took to fill the facility, up to the selected F-height. 

 

Table 4.7.1 – times at which surface level reaches F-height calculated by using the lower 

bound method 

 

 

Filling Rate 

#1

Filling Rate 

#2

Filling Rate 

#3

Filling Rate 

#4

Filling Rate 

#5

Filling Rate 

#6

Filling Rate 

#7

Filling Rate 

#8

Filling Rate 

#9

F-Heights 2.89E+01 7.88E-01 2.04E-01 1.10E-01 7.87E-02 5.31E-02 3.59E-02 2.28E-02 1.73E-02 F-Height Areas

7.7 0.3 400

19.4 16.42 16.41 14662

31.6 76.17 76.16 75.30 56753

43.9 155.99 155.98 155.28 152.62 105373

56.5 229.52 229.51 228.96 227.86 223.46 146869

69.0 355.87 355.86 355.25 354.00 352.16 343.25 217701

81.5 552.36 552.35 551.73 549.67 547.86 544.12 527.58 322177

93.9 901.74 901.73 901.04 898.44 894.96 890.89 883.29 849.71 506691

100.0 602.05 602.04 601.63 600.46 598.22 595.70 592.38 585.38 541.38 669642
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 There is an error that frequently occurs in this table.  This problem will be 

discussed in section 5.6.   

 The LB RESULTS tab also gives the void ratio distribution, as calculated using 

the lower bound method, as time changes for each column.  It is important to note that 

these void ratio distributions are different than the void ratio distributions given in the 

Results tab.  These void ratio distributions are given for each column; as opposed to only 

the central column that is given in the Results tab.   For example, initially column #1 is 

filled up to the first F-height and the void ratio distribution is given for this column at the 

first F-height, see figure 4.7.7.  Then columns #1 and #2 both need to be filled from the 

first F-height to the second F-height; and the void ratio distributions for both columns are 

given, see figure 4.7.8.    
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Figure 4.7.7 – a sample void ratio distribution at the first F-height, as shown in the LB 

RESULTS tab in Excel 
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0.87569025

6.972652481 5.60874

6.866112443 3.04022
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3.530313799 1.857920848

3.38960734 1.854083131

3.249100659 1.849805439

3.108816192 1.845057502

2.968777758 1.839813898

2.829010281 1.834055031

2.68953951 1.82776714

2.550391728 1.820942246

2.411593474 1.813577784

2.273171295 1.805675946

2.135151522 1.797243277

1.997560066 1.788290093

1.860422255 1.778829638

1.723762702 1.768877656

1.58760519 1.758452084

1.451972569 1.747572797

1.316886661 1.736261643

1.182368169 1.724542213

1.048436594 1.712439615

0.915110164 1.699980407

0.782405766 1.687192532

0.650338876 1.674105304

0.518923489 1.660749583

0.388172039 1.647157806

0.258095314 1.633364583

0.128702316 1.619408246

0 1.605334283
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Figure 4.7.8 – a sample void distributions at the second F-height, as shown in the LB 

RESULTS tab in Excel 

TIME = 2.908924174 TIME = 2.887807264

20.24461437 5.60873657 13.27590355 5.60873657

19.9530597 1.990026046 12.99497552 2.224442591

19.51367857 2.008499988 12.70319425 2.012019432

19.07800675 1.971611583 12.42036415 1.981598534

18.64603483 1.957704625 12.13876233 1.977761288

18.21497104 1.957060496 11.85731267 1.977294419

17.78366439 1.959952662 11.57587955 1.977260968

17.35194838 1.962368165 11.29445602 1.977001739

16.9199722 1.963518484 11.0130873 1.976036929

16.48791086 1.963578808 10.73185452 1.974102805

16.05590767 1.962739461 10.45085246 1.971163422

15.62408866 1.96105287 10.17017244 1.9673087

15.1925778 1.958509562 9.889895365 1.962656035

14.76150074 1.955102108 9.610091948 1.957299795

14.33098276 1.950843641 9.330825593 1.951300356

13.90114597 1.945762523 9.052155317 1.944692172

13.47210786 1.939892498 8.774137622 1.937495919

13.04398104 1.933266103 8.496827325 1.929727686

12.61687364 1.925911753 8.220277728 1.92140393

12.19089001 1.917853152 7.944540486 1.912543125

11.76613132 1.909110393 7.669665419 1.903165559

11.34269606 1.899700056 7.395700374 1.893292432

10.92068052 1.88963613 7.122691191 1.882944924

10.50017905 1.87893099 6.850681738 1.872143527

10.08128431 1.86759622 6.579713989 1.860907704

9.664087231 1.855643304 6.309828134 1.849255835

9.248677085 1.843084145 6.041062672 1.83720523

8.835141336 1.829931535 5.773454516 1.824772278

8.423565467 1.816199892 5.507039061 1.81197266

8.014032774 1.801904795 5.241850244 1.798821647

7.606624191 1.787063054 4.977920565 1.78533437

7.201418108 1.771692782 4.715281098 1.771525901

6.798490179 1.755813377 4.453961487 1.757411456

6.397913138 1.739445504 4.193989924 1.743006573

5.999756617 1.722611062 3.935393111 1.728327256

5.604086965 1.705333205 3.678196212 1.713390025

5.210967037 1.687636754 3.422422804 1.698211967

4.820455968 1.669547852 3.168094822 1.682810777

4.432608982 1.651094071 2.915232495 1.667204791

4.047477167 1.632304579 2.663854289 1.651412989

3.665107239 1.613210193 2.413976848 1.635454985

3.285541302 1.59384336 2.165614931 1.619350996

2.908816613 1.574238135 1.91878136 1.603121788

2.534965348 1.554430148 1.67348697 1.586788624

2.16401437 1.534456673 1.429740567 1.57037316

1.795985005 1.514356295 1.187548895 1.553897349

1.43089287 1.494168791 0.946916613 1.537383347

1.068747699 1.473935039 0.707846278 1.520853437

0.709553192 1.453696953 0.470338331 1.504330207

0.353306867 1.433497337 0.23439102 1.487837927

0 1.413378649 0 1.471409194
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 The next five tabs: Time vs Surface Height, Volume-Area vs Height, Water 

Balance, Time vs. Avg. Dry Unit Weight, UB – Void Ratio Dist., and LB – Void Ratio 

Dist. are graphs that have been generated using the data discussed previously, see figure 

4.7.10.   
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Figure 4.7.9 – sample graphs from the Time vs Surface Height, Volume-Area vs Height, 

Water Balance, Time vs. Avg. Dry Unit Weight, UB – Void Ratio Dist., and LB – Void 

Ratio Dist. tabs respectively 
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The final two tabs CURRENT LB and CURRENT UB are final void ratio 

distributions when the analysis stopped.  These results are typically not used; but could 

be used to determine the void ratio profiles in case the programs terminates before the 

analysis is complete. 

 

5.0 Potential Problems and Troubleshooting Techniques 

 The three-dimensional model and TMT never changes the problem to force 

convergence – i.e. input values are never changed for easier calculations.  Thus TMT 

isn’t forced to converge each time and sometimes it won’t.  After using TMT extensively 

several potential problems were discovered; these will be discussed and potential 

solutions will also be presented.   

 

5.1 Recommended Initial Area 

 In TMT, the central column or column #1 in the discretization of the storage 

facility always has the area of the initial area, a0, – see figure 2.1.6 – this can create 

calculation issues.  Table 4.7.1 shows a sample table from the LB Results tab, the filling 

rate for the first column is greater by a factor of 35 than the filling rate for column two.  

The other filling rates differ only by a factor of 1.5 to 4 for this example, which is typical.  

This can lead to problems that will be discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.5.   

The first initial area is smaller by a factor of approximately 35 than the second 

area.  Additionally the area of the initial column is 0.06% of the area for the final column.  
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This difference in area is very taxing, from a numerical stability issue, on the CONDES 

algorithm.  Thus a small initial area creates problems that will be discussed in sections 

5.4 and 5.5.   

Due to these potential problems it is recommended that the initial area be 

approximately 0.2% - 0.5% of the final area and/or differ from the second area by a factor 

of 1-4.  These recommendations are not exact but they have been found to increase the 

likelihood of convergence.  TMT can be run successfully with a small initial area but a 

larger initial area greatly increases the probability of a successful analysis.   

 

5.2 Runtime Error 

 Before CONDES is called, the average dry unit weights for both the upper and 

lower bound methods are calculated in the Excel macro – in Visual Basic.  Occasionally, 

on approximately 1-2%, of the runs this can cause problems.  A “Run-time error ‘6’ ” 

message dialog box will pop up, see figure 5.2.1.  The user should just click the End 

button and then rerun the analysis.   

 This specific run-time error is an overflow error.  When calculating the average 

dry unit weights occasionally the algorithm will divide by a very small number – 

basically zero – and this creates too large of a number for the Visual Basic code to 

handle.  This error occurs at random and there are no lingering effects – once the analysis 

has been restarted it will proceed fine.  
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Figure 5.2.1 – Run-time error ‘6’ is an overflow error that occurs when the average dry 

unit weights are calculated 

 

5.3 Minimum Void Ratio Reached 

 When performing a post deposition analysis if CONDES reaches the minimum 

void ratio it will terminate the analysis.  This normally occurs for two reasons.  The first 

and by far the most common is that the minimum void ratio is set too high, see section 

4.6.  The second is that there could be an inconsistency in the units for the values inputted 

– the numerical values inputted correspond to different units.   

 

5.4 Convergence Issue 

 Sometimes CONDES cannot converge to the exact F-height and when this 

occurs CONDES stops the analysis and displays an error message, see figure 5.4.1.  This 

type of error is fairly common and is serious.  The actual difference is small, normally not 

greater than 0.5.  However when this convergence error occurs it can produce errors in 
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the void ratio distribution, see figure 5.4.2.  There are two void ratio profiles for time 

115.5 and the second one in blue is clearly wrong.  This is an extreme example normally 

the multiple void ratios for the same time are reasonably close together, but still differ.  

Therefore when there is a convergence issue at an F-height the void ratio distribution 

should be examined closely and it is recommended that changes are made to the input 

parameters and the analysis is performed again.    

 

 

Figure 5.4.1 – convergence issue at an F-height 
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Figure 5.4.2 – problem in void ratio distribution due to convergence error 

 

 It is recommended that the number of columns be changed first, the number can 

be increased or decreased; please see section 2.1 for a discussion of the discretization 

procedure.  Changing the number of columns only affects the model and not the site or 

material properties.  It is not always better to have a high number of columns because this 

can create columns that have low height and large areas – which can be taxing from a 

numerical standpoint.  Additionally have too few columns will not approximate the 

volume accurately.  From experience generally between 4-12 columns is sufficient.  
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Additionally from experience increasing or decreasing the number of columns by 1-4 can 

alleviate some convergence issues. 

 When the Z1 parameter, see equation 2.0.1, is small – less than 0.1 kPa – this can 

trigger convergence issues as well.  This low value for Z1 corresponds to a high initial 

void ratio and a high rate of void ratio change with low values of effective stress, and this 

is very numerically taxing on the algorithm.  Changing the Z1 parameter to a larger value 

will help reduce this effect; Z1 should only be changed slightly – just enough to perturb 

the calculations.  Changing Z1 by too much will result in the analysis not accurately 

simulating the correct real world situation.   

It is recommended that the other parameters from SICT not be changed, as these 

are dependent on the properties of the material and changing them, even slightly, could 

result in different material behavior.  The most effective solution appears to be increasing 

the initial area, see section 5.1.  In most cases increasing the initial area eliminated or 

significantly reduced the instances of non-convergence.   

 Finally due to the uncompromising nature of TMT – i.e. parameters are not 

changed to force convergence – sometimes the convergence issues cannot be eliminated.  

However as long as the void ratio distributions are critically analyzed, in most cases the 

non-convergence will not cause unsolvable problems.   

 

5.5 LB RESULTS Tab F-height Time Problem 

As previously mentioned there is an error that can occur with the filling times in 

the LB Results tab, see Table 5.5.1.  In row two column one, the time decreases.  The 
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time should actually be the same; this is a numerical error.  Typically this error occurs 

when there is a small initial area but it can occur with large initial areas as well.  The time 

to fill the final column is so small that it creates an error which causes the time counting 

procedure to go back to an earlier time step, and this causes the problem where the time 

appears to decrease.  This error, when it occurs, can be significant for lower times.  The 

results need to be analyzed and if the time for the final column is found to decrease, in 

actuality the time should be the same.     

 

 

Table 5.5.1 – errors that can occur with lower bound filling times 

  

6.0 Potential Areas of Improvements 

 Two prospective changes to the three-dimensional model will be discussed.  

Currently when calculating the water balance only the total amount of water expelled is 

given, see section 3.3.  It would be better if the water balance calculations considered the 

top and bottom boundary conditions and could therefore tell how much water was 

Filling 

Rate #1

Filling 

Rate #2

Filling 

Rate #3

Filling 

Rate #4

Filling 

Rate #5

Filling 

Rate #6

Filling 

Rate #7

Filling 

Rate #8

Filling 

Rate #9

Filling 

Rate #10

F-Heights 35.851 2.634 0.642 0.317 0.223 0.163 0.115 0.082 0.054 0.043 Areas

6.62 0.214 400

17.29 4.033 4.601 5444

28.10 17.409 18.025 18.002 22347

39.05 37.607 37.869 37.869 37.344 45211

50.14 56.292 56.343 56.312 56.288 54.440 64400

61.27 0.000 79.857 79.857 79.747 78.817 75.100 87858

72.38 117.605 117.384 117.379 117.122 115.996 113.097 107.097 124606

83.53 170.812 170.810 170.790 169.972 168.137 165.588 161.010 151.264 174354

94.55 260.076 260.072 259.691 257.968 255.259 252.455 248.947 243.271 228.984 266008

100.00 163.943 163.938 163.598 162.618 161.541 160.356 158.808 155.968 151.291 137.503 334821
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expelled at each separate boundary.  In many mining operations water is scarce and a 

more accurate calculation of the available water would be very useful. 

 Additionally it would be desirable to have average dry unit weights for both the 

no consolidation and instantaneous consolidation conditions.  This would place an 

additional upper and lower bound on the values, see sections 3.1 and 3.2.  This would 

provide consistent results for both the time vs. dry unit weights graph and the time vs. 

surface height graphs.   

 

7.0 Parametric Study 

 

 A short parametric study will be presented.  A more detailed study could 

potentially develop a relationship between consolidation parameters and consolidation 

behavior.  The purpose of this study is to illustrate potential problems that can occur 

when using TMT and how hydraulic conductivity can affect the consolidation behavior.    

 The consolidation characteristics of the material are taken from Gjerapic et al. 

(2008) and are listed in table 7.0.1.  The deposition rate and layout geometry are also 

from Gjerapic et al. (2008) and are given in table 7.0.1.  The volume calculations are 

performed by formula for the volume of an inverted cone frustum, see equation 2.1.2.   
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Table 7.0.1 – material properties, layout geometry, and deposition rate used in the 

parametric study 

 

 Initially the analysis was run for the original material properties as given in table 

7.0.1.  The void ratio distributions calculated by the lower bound method are shown in 

figure 7.0.1 and the surface height vs. time is shown in figure 7.0.2.  Originally the 

material is very close to consolidating instantly, see figure 7.0.2.  Additionally the void 

ratio distributions show this behavior, see figure 7.0.1.  The void ratio distributions show 

a sharp decrease from the initial void ratio which is 5.6, see equation 2.0.1, and the final 

void ratios which will vary for each height (1.0 – 1.2).   

A1 3.3 Stage Height (m) Area (m2) Volume (m3)

B1 -0.21 1 0 7.07E+04 0

C 0.091 (m/year) 2 13.33 1.22E+05 1.27E+06

D 5.50E+00 3 26.67 1.86E+05 3.30E+06

Z1 0.08 (kPa) 4 40 2.64E+05 6.29E+06

Gs 3.66

Material Properties Impoundment Geometry Deposition Rate

730,000 tonne/year
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Figure 7.0.1 – void ratio distributions calculated by the lower bound method for the 

original parameters 

 

Figure 7.0.2 – surface height vs. time for the original parameters 
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The initial hydraulic conductivity was reduced by a factor of 10 until an error 

message was produced.  Figure 7.0.3 shows the height vs. time when the hydraulic 

conductivity was reduced by a factor of 10
3
.  The curve has moved to the left which is 

due to the fact that the material is undergoing less consolidation – due to the decrease in 

hydraulic conductivity.   

 

Figure 7.0.3 – height vs. time when hydraulic conductivity was reduced by a factor of 

10
3
 

 

The last analysis that produced a result was when the hydraulic conductivity was 

reduced by a factor of 10
5
.  The void ratio distributions are shown in figure 7.0.4 and the 
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height vs. time graph is shown in figure 7.0.5.  The void ratio distributions show very 

little consolidation has occurred, hence the near vertical void ratio distribution.  Also 

figure 7.0.5 shows that the upper and lower bound curve are almost identical to the no 

consolidation curve.   

 

Figure 7.0.4 – void ratio distributions when the hydraulic conductivity was reduced by a 

factor of 10
5 
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Figure 7.0.5 – surface height vs. time graph when the hydraulic conductivity was 

reduced by a factor of 10
5
 

 

When the hydraulic conductivity was reduced by a factor of 10
6
 the analysis 

produced an error message, see figure 7.0.6.  This was most likely due to the fact that the 

material was undergoing very little consolidation and as a result the hydraulic gradients 

were very high and produced numerical issues that the model couldn’t handle.   
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Figure 7.0.6 – error message when hydraulic conductivity was too low 

 

 Similarly the hydraulic conductivity was also increased by factors of 10 to try and 

produce another situation where the model would “crash” or not produce an answer.  

Initially the material behavior was very close to instantaneous consolidation, see figure 

7.0.2.  When the hydraulic conductivity was increased by a factor of 10
5
, an identical 

error message was produced, see figure 7.0.6.   

However when the hydraulic conductivity was increased by factors of 10
2
, 10

3
, 

and 10
4
 an interesting behavior in the model was observed.  The model did not crash but 

rather got stuck at one elevation – the particular elevation varied depending on the factor.  
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It is believed that this behavior was due to the fact that the material could not reach 

convergence at the given height, see section 5.4.  When the height is very close to the 

convergence point the model then adds more material to try and increase the elevation.  

However since the material was basically consolidating instantaneously the elevation 

could never reach the desired height.  This behavior is interesting but for most materials it 

would never occur naturally. 
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